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Season 2, Episode 14
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What Kind Of Fool Do You Think I Am



Riley discovers the "client list" has been stolen and she must find out who took it before her secret life is exposed. Meanwhile, Evan's investigation into Carlyle reveals that Nikki used to be his employee, putting Evan one step closer to Riley's hidden life. Dale and Lacey get news that could accelerate their plans to have a family of their own. Derek asks Selena to make a commitment in their relationship, but Selena isn't sure she's ready.
Quest roles:
Greg Grunberg(Dale Locklin), Brian Howe(Judge Overton), Tammy Townsend(Karina Lake), Leonard Roberts(Detective Monroe), Rob Mayes(Derek Malloy), T.V. Carpio(Shelby Prince), Marco James(Alex Trimble), Johnathon Schaech(Greg Carlyle), Andrew Borba(L.T. Barnes), Hannah Marks(Kim), Joel Gretsch(Ranger Captain Reese), John Dennis Johnston(Coach Steff), Garrett Clayton(Billy)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
16 June 2013, 22:00
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